Peer Mediation Contract

Date: ________________________________________________________

Peer Mediator #1: ________________________ Peer Mediator #2: ________________________

Disputant #1: Name ________________________ Grade ___ Homeroom Teacher ____________

Disputant #2: Name ________________________ Grade ___ Homeroom Teacher ____________

PROBLEM: The two disputants listed above came to Peer Mediation with a problem dealing with:

I agree to follow these seven rules of Peer Mediation:

Rule #1: I am willing to try to solve my problem through mediation.
Rule #2: Only one person talks at a time.
Rule #3: There should be no name-calling or put-downs.
Rule #4: We both need to tell the truth.
Rule #5: There is to be no physical fighting, yelling, or throwing things.
Rule #6: Everything of a personal nature must be kept confidential.
Rule #7: If something I say would harm me, each other, or anyone else, the adult monitor must report it to the principal.

Disputant #1: ________________________ Disputant #2: ________________________

SOLUTION: The two disputants agreed to the following options:

1. ______________________________________________________________________

2. ______________________________________________________________________

3. ______________________________________________________________________

4. ______________________________________________________________________

5. ______________________________________________________________________

AGREEMENT: The two disputants agreed that they will do the following should this happen again:

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Disputant #1: ________________________ Date __________________

Disputant #2: ________________________ Date __________________